Catching the waves with Cadman

Denise Cadman

200 Religion Class
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The complete 200 Religion Class is reprinted from DDC 21 to meet the needs of libraries with in-depth religious collections, such as church, synagogue, and seminary libraries. A revised and expanded index, Manual notes, and Class 170 Ethics have been added to make this reprint easier to use. 200 Religion Class offers the detailed and comprehensive coverage found in DDC 21 at a fraction of the cost. For libraries with small general collections, Abridged Edition 13 is the ideal companion to 200 Religion Class.


The Australian Catholic Theological Association
http://people.myoffice.net.au/~acta - regularly updated site of member profiles, a list of theologians in the Australian Catholic Church with an indication of their areas of expertise.

American magazine for members of the parish and ministry teams: http://www.rpinet.com/ml/ It explores the connection between liturgy and life... helping ministers use the visual, musical, poetic, and environmental arts to shape liturgies to their local culture. Reviews: courtesy of Catholic Telecommunications - a division of Catholic Resources.

http://www.wire.org.uk/preview.html
Some samples from an excellent source of high-quality liturgical material
Now visit their site: http://www.cruzblanca.org/hermanoleon/index.htm
Links:
- Religious images http://www.cruzblanca.org/hermanoleon/boton.gif
- The Ecole Initiative: Index of Images http://www.evansville.edu/~ecoleweb/images.html

The Institute for Theology and Peace (IThP) http://www.ithpeace.de is now making available free of charge an English-language version of an Online Bibliography Theology and Peace at http://www.ithpeace.de/bibl which currently contains 103,000 titles. The IThP is planning at least one update per year (approx. 5,000 titles are added annually).

The Institute for Theology and Peace (IThP) is a research institution of the Catholic Church. It was established in 1978 and is actively engaged in research projects on peace ethics, publishes the series "Theologie und Frieden" (Theology and Peace) and "Beitrag zur Friedensethik" (Contributions on Peace Ethics), has a library and documents the literature comprehensively. After publications in book form and on CD ROM, the Institute is now making available free of charge an Online Bibliography Theology and Peace at http://www.ithpeace.de/bibl which currently contains 103,000 titles.
The emphasis of the documentation is on the individual disciplines within theology. Literature from the fields of philosophy, political science, research into peace and conflict, international law and history is taken into consideration if it appears to be relevant to questions of peace ethics.

In the case of the monographs, a special service means that relevant contributions from collective volumes are also included. 574 collective titles of periodicals - mainly from Europe and North America - are evaluated. This evaluation covers, wherever possible, all issues of any given periodical. Access to literature on particular subjects is gained through subject indexing by way of descriptors/keywords. The list of descriptors, which currently contains over 1,400 entries, is constantly being added to. Technical requirements: A screen resolution of at least 600x800 is recommended. JavaScript and Cookies must be activated for technical reasons. Internet Explorer from version 4.01, Netscape Navigator from version 4.3.

Contact:
Institut für Theologie und Frieden
Soltauredder 20
D-22885 Barsbüttel
Germany
Tel.: (+49)40/670 859-16
Fax: (+49)40/670 859-30
E-mail: schloessinger@ithf.de

Religion Online.org: Full texts by recognized religious scholars
http://www.religion-online.org/
Strictly speaking, that should read "Christian religion online." Nonetheless, this library of some 3,000 chapters offers valuable and authoritative resources on the Bible, counselling, prayer and sacraments, liturgy, etc. Browsable and searchable.

An absolutely extraordinary site for Religious Education - worth a look because of the amazing links it has. http://www.faithcentral.net.nz
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A note from the Treasurer:
With this Newsletter you should have received a brochure for the 2002 Conference to be held in Canberra (see page 10 advertisement), and also, if appropriate, a membership/subscription renewal notice.

Please note: 1. Please keep payments separate; and 2. Please send conference registration to the Canberra address not to the Treasurer.